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HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVES RANK THE TOP 10 FOR 2019
Challenges, Issues and Opportunities Most Relevant to Healthcare, Ranked from a List of Over 25 Topics
Minneapolis, MN, September 18th, 2018 – After 2.5 days of thought leadership discussions during its
30th Anniversary Annual Forum, executive participants of the HealthCare Executive Group (HCEG) voted
on and ranked the 2019 HCEG Top 10 critical challenges, issues and opportunities they expect to face in
their organizations in the coming year.
Executives from payer, provider and technology partner organizations were presented with a list of over
25 topics selected by the HCEG Board of Directors and other thought leaders. The list was augmented by
the 2018 Industry Pulse Survey. Roundtable discussions hosted during the Forum amongst the 100+
attendees and invited industry experts allowed the topics to be explored and expounded upon, prior to a
digital ranking that culminated in the 2019 HCEG Top 10.
2019 HCEG Top 10 Challenges, Issues and Opportunities
1. Data & Analytics: Leveraging data (especially clinical) to manage health and drive
individual, provider and payer decisions.
2. Total Consumer Health: Improving members' overall medical, social, financial, and
environmental well-being.
3. Population Health Services: O
 perationalizing community-based health strategy, chronic
care management, driving clinical integration, and addressing barriers to health such as
social determinants.
4. Value-based Payments: T
 ransitioning to and targeting specific medical conditions to
manage cost and improve quality of care.
5. The Digital Healthcare Organization: HSAs, portals, patient literacy, cost transparency,
digital payments, CRM, wearables and other patient-generated data, health monitoring,
and omni-channel access/distribution.
6. Rising Pharmacy Costs: Implementing strategies to address growth of pharma costs
along with benefits to quality of care and total healthcare costs.
7. External Market Disruption: New players like Amazon, Chase, Apple, Walmart, and
Google.
8. Operational Effectiveness: Implementing lean quality programs, process efficiency (with
new core business models), robotics automation, revenue cycle management,
real-time/near-time point of sales transactions, etc.
9. Opioid Management: Developing strategies for identifying and supporting individuals and
populations struggling with substance abuse/addiction or at risk of addiction.
10. Cybersecurity: Protecting the privacy and security of consumer information to maintain
consumer trust in sharing data.
“Selecting and ranking healthcare issues is always a challenge as we are in a very critical and dynamic
stage in healthcare,” states Ferris W. Taylor, Executive Director of HCEG. “Everything seems important.

Particularly issue #11 Healthcare Policy Reform and issue #12 Precision/Personalized Medicine. More
than a handful of HCEG members were surprised that these topics did not make the Top 10. HCEG plans
to further explore the reasoning through facilitated discussions at upcoming events and within the HCEG
digital community. It’s a compliment to the HCEG members that we reached an agreement on these 10
critical and actionable issues.”
2019 HCEG Top 10 as Basis for Additional Research and Discussion
After its initial delineation during HCEG’s Annual Forum, the HCEG Top 10 serves as the basis for ongoing
discussion, industry-wide analysis and in-depth research performed by sponsor partners, member
organizations and industry researchers throughout the coming year. The HCEG Top 10 will be
complemented by the 9th annual, nationwide, Industry Pulse Survey. Healthcare leaders across the nation
will be invited to participate in the research over the next few months to backdrop and contrast their own
perspectives against the 2019 HCEG Top 10.
For more information on the 2019 HCEG Top 10 and membership in the HealthCare Executive Group, visit
https://hceg.org/hceg-top-ten/
About HCEG
The HealthCare Executive Group is a national network of healthcare executives and thought leader who
come together as a group to navigate the strategic and tactical issues facing their organizations. HCEG
provides a platform for its members and sponsor partners to promote healthcare innovation, technology
and the development of lifelong professional relationships. Originally chartered as the Managed Care
Executive Group (MCEG), the HealthCare Executive Group (HCEG), was founded in 1988 by executives
looking for a forum where the open exchange of ideas, opportunities for action, collaboration and
transformational dialogue could freely ensue, especially with respect to the annually identified HCEG Top
10 opportunities, challenges and issues all members face.
For more information, visit www.hceg.org or follow HCEG on Twitter at @HCExecGroup.
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